Abstract. The fu zzy analyzing process consists of different steps. In this paper, the author considers only the method for formulation of the membership function of fuzzy loads acting on the structure. Based on the membership function of fuzzy loads, the combinations of deterministic of the regression analyzing process will be determined . The membership function of fuzzy loads is selected by the triangular membership funct ion. It is in conformity with the concept on selection of loads in the design standards. The combination of inputs for thEt analyzing process will be determined, based on the number of present times of the value of input parameters (including the deterministic parameters, fuzzy parameters and the random ones) in the schema of analysis . The number of present times of input parameters is either proportional to value of the corresponding membership function or to the value of the probabilistic density function. A method for determining the appropriate combination of deterministic inputs so that each input parameter will present only one time in each combination is proposed. To illustrate the proposed method, an example on the determination of input combinat ions of tornado's velocity in Vietnam is presented .
INTRODUCTION
In the structural fuzzy analyzing problem, the deterministic parameters, fuzzy parameters and the random ones are often simultaneously present. More details about the uncertainty parameters taken into account in structural analysis are presented in the references [1 , 2, 3, 4, .. ] .
Structural fuzzy analysis is done according to the following schema [4] -The input of the analyzing process is composed of physical, geometrical and load's parameters . These paramet ers may be the deterministic parameters, random parameters or the fuzzy ones. -Structural fuzzy analysis is the structural calculation process with the participation of fuzzy parameters.
-Structural fuzzy analysis can be carried out according to different methods [1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, ~-. -Fuzzy output is the result of a fuzzy analysis process. In general, the fuzzy output is the response of structures.
-Defuzzifier is to convert the fuzzy output to the deterministic values. To do the defuzzifier, we may use one of the following methods: method of centre of gravity, weight average method, maximum membership function method, and so on .. [1 , 7, 8 .. ] .
-In the fuzzy reliability analysis problem , the output is the reliability and it is a deterministic number in the range of [O, 1] . This means, the output has been defuzzifiered [2, 5, 6 , .. ].
-The safety assessment is the determination of safety degree (reliability) of the structure on the basis of design code. From the above analysis, we can see that the first work to do is to determine the input for the analyzing process. The commonly algorithms used to analyze the structure require that the input must be deterministic data sets. Therefore , to calculate, we have to convert the fuzzy input to the deterministic data sets. This conversion is very important because it directly influences on the analyzing results.
It is regretful that up to now, the determination of deterministic input for fuzzy analyzing process has juts considered sparsely in very few literatures [1, 2 . .. ].
As we know, to present a fuzzy parameter, we often use its membership function. However, based on this membership function, the input of the fuzzy analyzing process cannot be directly determined.
Therefore, in this paper, the author recommends a method to formul ate the membership function of fuzzy loads and from this membership function, the deterministic input of the fuzzy analyzing process will be determined .
To coincide with the properties of the loads in structural analyzing as well as to make it convenient for the application, in this paper, the author deals with the triangular membership function only.
To illustrate the proposed method, an example on the determination of input combinations of tornado's velocity in Vietnam is presented.
FORMULATION OF THE MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF FUZZY LOADS

Loads in structural analysis
The load parameter plays an important role in structural analysis. The loads are specified in design standards.
In fact there is a difference between the actual loads and that specified in design stan-, <lards. Therefore, adjusting coefficients are often used in order to increase or decrease some quantities during analyzing and calculating. Determination of the adjusting coefficients is generally based on either the actual experience or the safety probability (the reliability) of the structure. In cases of data shortage (new types of structures, new materials and unusual weather), the data required is not enough for calculating the reliability and as a result, the above coefficients cannot be exactly determined.
Essentially, loads that act on the structures (typhoons, earthquakes, sea waves, .. ) are either the random variables or the fuzzy ones. Generally, these are the random or the fuzzy field [1, 6] . But, when analyzing a structure, it is recognized that load is a deterministic value and this value (in fact) is different from it true value and the error may be either the random or the fuzzy variable.
Nowadays, with the presence of new types of structure and materials, in addition to the unusual natural disasters, the fuzzy nature (uncertainty) of the load is an evident truth [1, 9, 10] .
In the deterministic calculating situation (where the above error is considered as zero) , to compensate for the error, people often use the corrected coefficients in the design standards.
In the random calculating situation, the error is considered as the random variable. The random value is taken into account in the calculation schema for determining the reliability of structure [6, 9, 11] .
In the fuzzy regression calculating situation, the deterministic value used for calculating is the believable value of the fuzzy variable and this value corresponds to the membership function µ(x) = l. Error of the load around the believable value is proportional to the corresponding membership function. Thus, with a fuzzy input parameter, there are many different values taken into account in the regression analyzing process.
To formulate the membership function of a fuzzy variable, one of the following methods are often used: visual method, deducing method or professional method [1, 7, 8] .
The appropriate method shall be selected depending on the property, the quantity of information obtained and the requirement of the application. In this paper, the author selects the deducing method for formulating the membership function of loads.
Formulation the membership function of fuzzy loads
To establish the membership function of fuzzy loads, we should carry out the following steps:
-Step 1: Estimate the upper and lower bounds of the load, namely, it is supposed that the load be in a range. However, the distribution rule in this range is not clear (it is fuzzy).
The determination of the upper and lower bounds shall be carried out based on the obtained information about the load and, based on the structural safety requirement .
If the above bounds of the load cannot be estimated, we should divide the load range into many smaller ones and then, the calculation shall be done with each divided small range. Then, summarize all the obtained results to make the final assessment. on the safety of the structure.
-Step 2: Select discrete values of the load in the variable range, each discrete value of load shall have a corresponding triangular membership function.
-Step 3: Formulate the triangular membership function.
Each load value (here, it is a discrete point) selected as the load for calculating is corresponding to the believable value of the fuzzy parameter (µ(x) = 1), which corresponds to a vertex of the triangular of the membership function . The other vertices of the triangular are the two bounds of the load (see Eig. 2).
At the two bounds A and B, the membership function is a square triangular.
Fig. 2. The triangular membership function at Xi
The expression of the membership function µ (x ) (at t he point with µi(xi) = 1) is as follows:
At the lower bound A, the expression of the membership function will be:
At the upper bound B , the expression of the membership function will be:
DETERMINATION OF THE DETERMINISTIC FOR THE CALCULATING PROCESS
The relationship between the fuzzy set theory and the probabilistic theory has been mentioned in some literatures [1 , 3, 12 . . ].
As far as we know, the value of probabilistic density function, f( x ), of the random variable corresponds to the appeared frequency of the value of x during the observing process [13, 14, .. ] With a fuzzy value, the membership function, µ(x) shows the membership level of x of the fuzzy parameter to the believable value (the value with which, the membership function is equal to 1).
Mathematically, the uncertainty of the fuzzy value can not satisfy all the strict requirements of the random variable. We can say that random variable is a specific case of fuzzy variable. Therefore, the meaning of membership function and the density function is not totally identical. However , with respect to the number of present times in the regression calculation, we can regard that the probabilistic density function and the membership function are similar to each other.
From the above remarks, the determination of input of fuzzy parameters for the structural analyzing process should consist of the foll1Vwing steps:
Step 1: Formulate the triangular membership functions (see the item 2 above).
Step 2: Select discrete values of the variable range of fuzzy loads .
Step 3: Determine the number of present times in the calculation schema of the discrete values Xi of the fuzzy parameter according to the formul a :
Ni= whole part of [µ(xi) .n],
Where Ni is the number of present times of values of Xi, µ(xi) is the membership function, n is the number of present times in the calculation schema of the believable value of Xj with µ(x 1 ) = 1. The value of n shall be appropriately selected so that all the discrete values can participate in the calculating process and in addition, n should be in conformity with the calculation ability. With regard to the random value, we can do in the same way. However, the membership function µ(x) is replaced with density function f(x) and n is the number of present times of value of x1 with:
The variable range of the random variable shall be determined in such a way that it , covers a probability that is big enough, satisfying the accurate requirement expected . by the problem.
Due to the different presence frequencies or the different believable levels, the discrete values of the load in the variable range wnI present in the regression calculating process with different number of times. The deterministic value presents one time and the number of present times of the random and fuzzy quantities depends on the formula (3.1) .
If the number of present times of the input parameters (including deterministic, random and fuzzy p arameters) is N, and k is the number of input parameters, then the combinations of k from N values is:
It contains the combinations that have more than one value of each input parameter and these combinations should be eliminated because in each combination taken into account in regression analysis, each input parameter is allowed to present one time only.
Listing the possible combinations and eliminating the inpossible combinations is a simple problem. The possible input combinations can be determined with the graph method (please see the item 4 hereinafter).
When the listing of possible input combinations is completed, the combinations are taken into account . If the calculating quantity is too large and the calculation ability· is so limited that the analyzing operation can not be implemented, we can reduce the above calculating quantity according to the following method: Regard the input .yombinations selected in the step 3 as the equivalent combinations, because the number <\f present times was adjusted from the density and membership functions. The number the combinations is selected randomly according to Monte-Carlo method for reducing the possible combinations [19] .
EXAMPLE: TORNADO LOADS IN VIETNAM
Estimation of the bounds
Due to the shortage of monitoring instruments and due to the long-lasting war in Vietnam, many meteorological stations stopped working for many years. In addition, for many years, many meteorological stations have not paid attention to tornados so the tornados' data base in Vietnam is very poor and it is not enough for statistical treatment [15 , 16, 17, 18] . However according to the monitored data, tornados often take place in Vietnam with a velocity varying in the range of 100 km/h to 170 km/ h. Sometimes, tornados have taken place with the estimated velocity varying in the range of 300 km/ h to 320 km/ h. Therefore, we can expect that the variable range of the tornado's velocity in Vietnam is from 100 km/h to 350 km/ h. Due to the data shortage, we can say t hat the distribution rule of the tornado's velocity in the variable range is fuzzy.
Select discrete values of the tornador's velocity
Divide the variable range of tornado's velocity into 5 smaller ones (see Fig. 3 v= 250 km/h presents three times are numbered as xu, X12, X13; v= 300 km/h presents two times are numbered as x 1 4, x 15 ; v= 350 km/h presents one times are numbered as x15; Therefore, there will be 16 values of tornado's velocity to be taken into account.
Determining deterministic input for the analyzing process
Generally, in the structural analyzing problem, there is a simultaneous participation of three types of parameters~_ deterministic, random and fuzzy. The random and fuzzy parameters may receive many values, namely, they present many times.
However, in each input combination each input parameter is allowed to present one time only.
Supposed that there is a deterministic parameter whose sign is x17 and, a random parameter that may receive 4 values whose signs are xis, x19, x20, x21.
Finally, with three input parameters, they may receive 21 values. The combination of 3 from 21 is c~l:
The combinations that contain 2 or 3 fuzzy values or that contain 2 or 3 random values should be eliminated. The final number of combinations is only 64, this means that the number of combinations was considerably reduced! This result can be checked according to the following figure:
The values are fP".Orded in three columns: deterministic, fuzzy and random.
It is obvious that: xi = x2 = x3 = ... = X15 and xis = x19 = x20 = x21. We can list the deterministic value combinations as follows:
(x17, X14, X13), (x11, X14, X19), (x17, X14, x20), (x11 , X14, X21) (x17, X15, X13), (x11, X15, X19), (x17, X15, X29), (xn X15, X21)
CONCLUSION
-This paper has presented the way to determine fuzzy loads and the deterministic input of the structural analyzing process. This paper did not deal with analyzing methods and. the treatment of analyzed results; -In the fuzzy regression analysis, the determination of central value of the fuzzy output is carried out with the normal regression operation. The tolerance of fuzzy output is determined by applying the extended Zadeh principle (to solve an extreme problem) [5, 6, 7] .
-The extension of the results presented in this paper for the input that contains many deterministic, random and fuzzy variables is not difficult, however, as a matter of course, the calculating quantity will be increased. Nowadays this problem can be overcome owing to the computer; -To formulate the membership function for fuzzy variables in structural analysis, we can use different membership functions and different methods. In this paper, the author has used the triangular membership function based on the concept on loads in structural design.
-The assessment of error of the fuzzy analyzing process due to the approximate input selection is a question that has not been studied yet. If it is required to increase the accuracy, the number of discrete points must be increased and of course, the calculating quantity also increases.
